
Traditional Marketing

BONUS #2



CROSS MARKETING 

DISPLAYS 

WORD OF MOUTH 

PRINT ADVERTISING



Cro! Marketing
WHEN CROSS MARKETING, REMEMBER TO: 

Choose businesses that serve the same ideal client 

Think outside the box



Keys to cro! marketing: 
Develop a relationship with the staff - the best referral is from someone who knows and trusts you 

This takes time, but if they don’t know you they are less likely to share your information with their clientele 

Try partnering with business you already frequent even if they aren’t specifically targeted to what you 
photograph 

If you don’t ask, the answer is definitely “no” 

When meeting people ask about what they do - you never know when a new contact could open doors to a 
great cross marketing relationship 



Partnering with other busine!es  
Think outside the box for areas that don’t seem like a fit from the outside 

DIG DEEPER AND LOOK AT: 

 Their values 

Clients they attract 

What do they stand for? 

Would your ideal client shop or frequent this business?



Displays
DISPLAYS CAN BE VERY EXPENSIVE WITH LITTLE RETURN SO MAKE SURE IT IS WELL 

WORTH YOUR WHILE BEFORE YOU INVEST IN ONE 

Have a contract outlining: 

Your agreement with the space 

Ownership of the images 

Clause you can take the images down within “x” days if no clients come from it 

Who pays for the images? 



Pitfalls of Traditional Marketing
Depending on the type, it can be very expensive with little to no return 

Traditional advertising usually hits a certain demographic or “target market”, but not 
necessarily your ideal client.  Once you know your ideal client, you will be able to 

find areas that reach your ideal client without having to use the so-called 
“traditional” avenues 



Print Advertising
Stay away from trade magazines where advertisements for the same type 

of photography flood the pages 

Most magazines & trade publications cater to a demographic not 
necessarily your ideal client



Word of Mouth
Best type of advertising because it comes from happy clients 

Best part… It’s free!



Keys to making traditional marketing work 
Make it win win for both when cross marketing 

Word of mouth is the best 

Have a budget 

Be careful when using paid Internet advertising 



Review
When cross marketing, choose businesses that serve the same client as you 

Be cautious of print advertising 

When working with displays make sure you have a contract 

Word of mouth marketing is the best 


